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PROGRAM

Volar en tu Canto (2017) *
Ricardo Lorenz

commissioned by Corbin Wagner for the Wagner Trio
Original poem in Spanish and translation by Alfredo Pérez

Jenna Buck, soprano; Corbin Wagner, french horn;
Young Hyun Cho, piano

TRIO (2002) Zhou Tian
Mingzhao Zhou, violin; Úna O’Riordan, cello
Zhou Tian, piano

Oh Mann...(2017) Mark Sullivan
Stereo fixed-media
The text and performance are from a work
"Too True" by Chris Mann.

Louhi (2016) Lyn Goeringer
Stereo fixed-media

Play (2017) Alexis Bacon
1. Texas Staredown
2. Grandma Pinch-pinch
3. Bad Baby

performed by Duo Corcra
J. Adam Briggs, baritone saxophone;
Genevieve Beaulieu, bassoon

Resonance Modes (2014) David Beidenbender
Jeannette Fang, prepared piano and electronics

*Indicates a premiere